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MEDIATE YOUR LIFE 

INTERPERSONAL MEDIATION (IPM) EXERCISE 

 

IPM EXERCISE LEVEL 1  

EMPATHY, SELF-EXPRESSION, AND CONNECTION REQUESTS  

From the Self chair:  

1. Tell your practice partner who they are and one observation of 

something the person says or does that is challenging for you.   

2. Start by expressing something to the Other (practice partner) to begin 

the conversation   

3. The Other expresses a challenging statement back to you.   

 

Move to the Mediator chair, and:  
 

4. Perform the Self-Connection Process (SCP).   

5. Ask yourself, “Can I hear the message as a ‘please’?”   

6. Choose, as the mediator, to direct the focus of empathy toward the 

Other, if you have the capacity. If you don’t have capacity, stay with 

the previous steps until you feel ready to make this choice. Your 

practice partner can shift out of role and support you with empathy for 

yourself.   

 

Move to the Self chair, and:  
 

7. Empathize with the Other. Give empathy to the Other (remember the 

four elements of empathy), with the intention to create connection. 

Continue giving empathy until the Other indicates they feel heard as 

they would like. You can ask, “Is there more you want me to hear?” 
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[Remember, at any time you can pause and move to the Mediator chair 

and repeat steps 4, 5, and 6.]   

8. Self-Express. Now, focus the empathy toward yourself (in essence, you 

are asking the Other to hear and empathize with you as you).   

9. Express your honesty and inner truth and reality to the Other. This is 

your chance to be heard and to practice courageously expressing 

perhaps “scary honesty.” First, silently self-connect with your needs, 

then speak from those needs while being present with the Other. 

Express with the intention to create connection.  Use this self-expression 

template if it’s helpful to you:  “When I see/hear [OBSERVATION], 

I’m [FEELINGS] because I want [NEEDS].”   

10. End your self-expression with a Connection Request for reflection, e.g., 

“Would you let me know what you hear me say?”   

11. The Other gives empathy to you until you say you feel heard as you 

desire.   

12. Now ask the Other the Connection Request for expression, e.g., “How 

do you feel about what I said?”   

13. The Other at this point expresses with the intention to  create connection.   

14. Give empathy to the Other (elements of empathy), with the intention to 

create connection, until they indicate they feel heard. You can ask, “Is 

there more you want me to hear?” [Remember, at any time you can 

pause and move to the Mediator chair to perform the SCP.]   

 

IPM EXERCISE LEVEL 2  

ADDING SOLUTION REQUESTS AND NEED BEHIND THE NO PROCESS  

Do all of Level 1, and then add what follows after Step 14:  
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From the Self chair:  

15. Make a Solution Request of the Other, seeking to  meet both your needs 

and theirs.   

16. The Other says some form of “no” to your request.   

 

Move to the Mediator chair, and:  

17. Perform the Self-Connection Process (SCP).  

18. Choose Empathy for the Other.  

 

Move to the Self chair, and:  

19. Give empathy to the Other, trying to get to the needs behind their “no,” 

the needs keeping them from saying “yes.” Stay with empathy until 

they say they feel heard.   

20. Ask the Other if they have a request that tries to meet both their needs 

and yours. The Other does their best to think of a request, but if they 

can’t, you can offer one.   

 

IPM EXERCISE LEVEL 3  

THE FULL MONTY  

From the Self chair:  

1. Tell your practice partner who they are and one observation of 

something the person says or does that is challenging for you.   

2. Start by expressing something to the Other (practice partner) to begin 

the conversation.   

3. The Other expresses a challenging statement back to you.   
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Move to the Mediator chair, and:  

4. Perform the Self-Connection Process (SCP).   

5. Ask yourself, “Can I hear the message as a ‘please’?”   

6. Choose, as the mediator, to direct the focus of empathy toward the 

Other, if you have the capacity. If you don’t, stay with the previous 

steps until you feel ready. Your practice partner can shift out of their 

role and support you with empathy for yourself.   

Move to the Self chair, and:  

7. Give empathy to the Other (remember the four elements of empathy) 

with the intention to create connection. Continue giving empathy until the 

Other indicates they feel heard as they desire. You can ask, “Is there 

more you want me to hear?” [If at any time while empathizing you 

become triggered, you can pause and move to the Mediator chair and 

do steps 4, 5, and 6 again.]  

8. Self-Express. Now, as mediator, focus the empathy toward yourself 

(you are now asking the Other to hear and empathize with you as you).  

9. Express your honesty and inner truth and reality to the Other. This is 

your chance to be heard and to practice courageously expressing 

perhaps “scary honesty.” First, silently self-connect with your needs, 

then speak from those needs while being present with the Other. 

Express with the intention to create connection.   

a. Use this self-expression template if it’s helpful to you:  

“When I see/hear [OBSERVATION], I’m [FEELINGS] because 

I want [NEEDS].”  
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10. End your self-expression with a Connection Request for reflection; e.g., 

“Would you let me know what you hear me say?”   

11. The Other self-expresses instead of saying back what they heard.   

12. Continuing to self-express and direct the focus of empathy toward 

yourself, use the mediator skill of Pulling by the Ears, e.g., “I want to 

hear you, but first would you let me know what you heard me say?”   

13. The Other reflects back judgment instead of needs.   

14. Maintaining self-expression and the focus of empathy toward yourself, 

use Pulling by the Ears again, e.g., “Thank you for saying what you 

heard. I’d like you to hear….”   

15. The Other self-expresses in a triggered way that is challenging and 

difficult.   

Move to the Mediator chair, and:  

16. Perform the Self-Connection Process (SCP).   

17. Ask yourself, “Can I hear the message as a ‘please’?”   

18. Choose to focus the empathy toward the Other by using the mediator 

skill of Emergency First Aid Empathy.   

Move to the Self chair, and:  

19. Give empathy (elements of empathy) to the Other, with the intention to 

create connection, until they say they feel heard. [Move back to the 

Mediator chair and perform the SCP if you become triggered.]   

20. Choose the mediator skill of Self-Empathy.   
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21. Tell the Other that you would like to take a break and come back to the 

conversation.   

22. Your practice partner now steps out of their role and helps you do a 

quick Enemy Image Process (EIP) with yourself.   

23. Come back to the conversation with the Other when you’re ready.   

Continuing the Conversation with the Other:  

24. Use the mediator skill of Self-Expression; e.g., “I would like for us to 

both be heard and to get to a solution we both feel good about. Could 

we take turns talking and listening to each other?”   

25. The Other says, “Yes.”   

26. Use the mediator skill of Tracking and return to the Pulling by the Ears, 

e.g., “I wonder if now you’d be willing to let me know what you heard 

me say earlier in the conversation?”   

27. The Other reflects back understanding and needs, with the intention to 

create connection. The Other continues reflecting until you say that you 

feel heard.   

28. Thank the Other for hearing you.   

29. Now, use the other Connection Request for self- expression, e.g., “How 

do you feel about what I said?”   

30. The Other self-expresses, continuing to talk until you interrupt them.   

31. Use the mediator skill of Interrupting (with empathy).   

32. Offer a Solution Request that seeks to meet your needs and the Other’s.  
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33. The Other says a version of “no.”   

34. Empathize with the “no,” getting to the needs behind the no that are 

keeping the person from saying “yes.”   

35. Ask the Other if they have a request to meet the Other’s needs and 

yours.   

36. The Other offers a Solution Request.   

37. Say “yes,” or offer another Solution Request.   

	  


